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U2022 index fund investing in the classic example of u201cif you canu2019t beat them join them u201d fama and his disciple john bogle avoid the specific timing risks
of owning individual stocks preferring to own index funds that reflect the market as a whole according to the motley fool trying to accurately call the market is beyond
the capability of most investors including the more prominent investment managers the motley fool points out that less than 20 of actively managed diversified large
cap mutual funds have outperformed the s p over the last 10 years
3 overconfidence
Many successful people reject the possibility of luck or randomness having any effect on the outcome of an event whether a career an athletic contest or investment e
b white author of charlotteu2019s web and a longtime columnist for the new yorker once wrote u201cluck is not something you can mention in the presence of a self
made man u201d according to pew research americans especially reject the idea that forces outside of oneu2019s control luck determine oneu2019s success however
this hubris about being self made can lead to overconfidence in oneu2019s decisions carelessness and assumption of unnecessary risks
In october 2013 tweeter home entertainment group a consumer electronics company that went bankrupt in 2007 had a stock price increase of more than 1 000 share
volume was so heavy that finra halted trading in the stock according to cnbc the reason behind the increase was confusion about tweeteru2019s stock symbol twtrq
and the stock symbol for the initial offering of twitter twtr
J j kinahan chief strategist at td ameritrade stated in forbes u201citu2019s a perfect example of people not doing any homework whatsoever investing can be
challenging so donu2019t put yourself behind the eight ball to start u201d even a cursory investigation would have informed potential investors that twitter was not
publicly traded having its ipo a month later
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